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Twenty stL~dents to attend Model United Nations
By ELLEN HIA'IT
Contributor

What used to be an annual event for
political science students of Central
Washington University but was discontinued back in 1965 has been recently
revived. This year, twenty CWU
students will once again argue issues of
international importance--from apartheid to arms control--this time at the International Model United Nations Conference at the University of Regina in
Saskatchewan, Canada from April 21
through 24.
"I think the model United Nations
helped us gain a more realistic
understanding of international affairs,''
said Don Dowie, a senior who went to

-

--

ALL IN A DAY'S WORK -

last year's model U .N. and will go again
this year.
While Central' s students will be in
committee meetings arguing the interests of Zambia, the country they will
represent, two of the instructors will be
presenting their own papers at a professional international conference on the
United Nations' role in world peace.
Associate Professors James Brown and
Rex Wirth say this is the first time of
which they are aware that a professional conference on the United Nations has been joined with the model.
Brown eXpects to submit a paper
dealing with the role of "the domestic
interests and motives of · American
hostility toward the Soviet Union." ·
Wirth' s .paper is to deal with the recent

-

Greg Pugh (left/ and Russ Longacre
clean up after mother nature's first snowfall of the winter hit Ellensburg
Sunday night.
·

conference and treaty on The Law of
the Sea. Both papers may be published,
said Brown.
In the past, the student model has
always been held in the United States
and has been called the Model United
Nations of the Far West. This year it has
been expanded to an international conference to include community college

and university students from the
western part of the United States and
Canada, as well as delegations from the
University of Ceylon and several other
third world nations. The secretary
Please see Nations page 4

Power was out and
so were classes
By PHIL TAYON
Staff Writer

If you were curious as to why the
electricity was shut off last week the
afternoon of Monday, November 23,
the Observer has the answer.
According to the assistant director of
the Physical Plant, Phil Hamilton, a
main electrical line that is called 'feeder
line number 3' and is located with five
other lines in an underground duct
system, failed to work anymore, leaving an electricity problem on campus.
The lines deliver the electricity to the
buildings on campus with the number 3
line serving Black Hall, the L&L
Building, Nicholson Pavilion, Stephens
Whitney, Wilson, and the north
residence halls. Even though it onl~
serves these buildings, most others on
campus had to be shut off also to allow
the electricians to work in the manhole
with the other five lines which were
'hot'.
Hamilton said, "We don't really
know why they [feeder lines] fail. We
occasionally have these failures." Two
years ago the library was affected by a
failure in one of the lines.
The problem was .isolated and they
back-fed the line with another feeder.
The power was off between 12 noon
and 3:30, except for Black Hall which
electricians worked on through the
night until 4 a.m. to restore its power.
The line will be completely repaired
over the Christmas break.
The decision to turn off the power
when they did was made by members
of the Physical Plant, Housing, Computer Center, and the academic vice
president's office. They laid out the problem and suggested the solution to the
president's office, which was then accepted.
According to Hamilton, the main

reason they chose the time they did was
because of the potential for big problems that could have occurred in the
residence halls if the power was shut off
in the evening. There would have been
problems anytime the power had been
shut off, but the time that was chosen
was the least troublesome time, said
Hamilton.
Most offices were shutdown and
most classes canceled. Holmes Dining
Hall had electricity but Tunstall Commons didn't. According to Tom Ogg,
dining services manager, Tunstall
operated with candlelight, emergency
lights, and the natural light from the
windows.
Knowing ahead of time that the
power was going to go out, Tunstall was
prepared with.the food ready to go by
noon. They served all food on paper
plates and had disposable silverware.
They kept the food tightly wrapped to
hold in the heat and also kept food
warm by lighting sterno burners.
The salad bar was no problem; and
they offered canned pop, since the pop
machines don't run by gravity like the
milk machines. Ogg mentioned that the
power outage in Tunstall presented a
more humorous or mmantic atmosphere, however people wanted to
take it.
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The ·s. o. D. ·wants support, but just how bad do they want it?
By LIONEL G. CAMPOS
EDITOR

Are you a person who enjoys challenges? If you are,
here's one for you. Try
building a house without a
hammer.
Surely
the
challenge would be there.
This is similar to the
challenge faced by Central' s
Board of Directors. The
challenge they face, however,
is that of building programs,
supplying services, and
reaching their goals without
the support of the students.
In order for the B.O.D. to be
effective, they must have the
support of Central students.

It would be expected that the
students would be supporting the B.O.D., but right
now, that support doesn't
seem to be there.
Right off hand, three tasks
were undertaken by the
directors during the past
year, and none of them were
successful. Bike lanes have
been discussed but nothing
definite has come about. The
course guide was virtually
shot down by the Faculty
Senate. The Book Exchange
is off the ground, but as Qne
board member put it, "It's a
flop."
Regarding these three
issues, students never vocally

supported the B.0.D., thus
board members felt the
students did not truly support them. Support is what
the B.0.D. needs if the administration is going to take
them seriously enough to actually listen to what they
have to say.
Realizing this the B.O.D.
has made plans to move into
the first floor of the SUB. The
reason behind the move is
simple. Board members feel
being physically separated
from the students is like being psychologically separated
from them. The B.0.D.
wants student support, and
they feel the best place to get

it is from the first floor of the
SUB, where they would be
more accessible to students,
and student views, comments, and criticism.
The problem is that the offices the B.O.D. wants to
move into are currently occupied by Student Activities.
The B.O.D. had advised Student Activities of their intention to switch offices and had
given Student Activity personnel two weeks to discuss
an orderly transition (to take
place during Christmas
break), and then report back
to the B.o.D~
Well, Director of Student
Activities John Drinkwater

----LETTERS TO THE EDITOR---To the Editor:
I stand corrected! According to Paula
Romeo over in the Athletic Dept., none
of ·my tuition supports tutoring for
jocks. According to Ms. Romeo, funding eventually comes from private
foundations, if not directly. I was also
told that those administering this area
are very approachable and the books
are open.
Now is it true that some of Central' s
star athletes are taking Latin??

This country was built by tradesmen
and farmers and seeders of religious
freedom. The first colleges were created
by their self taxation, to better serve the
public, not to rule the public.
As I write this letter another seasoned
Ellensburg business is closing down
under the weight of CWU business expansion. Another taxpayer is closing the
door. One less taxpayer to support
higher education.

Signed,
Frank Erickson

To the Editor:
I'm afraid The Observer's copy
editor, Todd Maley, is under the illusion that he can write. Maybe if he was
more attentive to the job description
usually assigned to a copy editor, The
Observer would be void of such
mistakes as are prevalent in the Army
ROTC story on page six of the
November 19 issue. There are only two

has not reported to the
B.0.D., and several members
feel he is unwilling to make
the move. In essence he is
calling their bluff.
Does anybody actually see
Central's Board of Directors
as anything more than just a
couple of students with impressive titles, but nothing
more?
This is it. If the B.O.D. is
wanting to be taken seriously
by students, and if they really
want access to student support, then they will switch offices.
If they do not switch offices, students will keep
wondering where their offices are at, and the B.O.D.
will not be taken seriously by
the administration nor by the
faculty. This in the end will
mean the B.O.D. will become
a group of Central students
who do nothing but sit in
their second story offices
because they will be afraid of
tackling any issues which are
:an the students' interest but
not in the administration's or
faculty's.

Please see Letters page 4

Signed,
Chris Skilton
To the Editor:
This country was founded on free
enterprise.
A state subsidized enterprise such as
Central Washington University's SUB
and Auxiliary Services is not free enterprise, but similar to the GUM Dept.
Store in Moscow Russia, because the
SUB and Auxiliary services compete
against small businesses, it does not
follow that this makes the SUB or Auxiliary Services free enterprises
themselves. Take the $30,000,000 yearly state tax subsidy from these ''enterprises'' and see how long they last!
There are those in the CWU community who make the totally questionable
assumption that a state subsidized entity can deliver goods and services in a
superior manner compared to the local
businesses ... how naive! Perhaps they
should take ·a second look at the bread
lines in the Peoples Republic of Poland
that exist even in the eighties, or the
Peoples Socialist Democratic Republic
of China which sends students to the
USA to study free enterprise.

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR - from The Observer editorial staff. Back row left to
right Ad Manager Ramona Fletcher, Ad Manager Victoria Asmussen, News Editor Susan Monahan. Front
row left to right Sports Editor Brian Zylstra, Scene Editor Loren Wohlgemuth, Editor Lionel G. Campos, and
Photography Editor Robert Sorbo.
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Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Friday the week prior to publication date. Deliver letters to: Editor, The Observer, CWU,
Bouillon Hall, Room 225, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
Letters must be double-spaced, typewritten and limited to two
pages in length. We reserve the right to edit them for brevity. The
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CPPC offers career placement assistance
By GUILLERMO CABALLERO
Staff Writer

Is your academic career starting to
wind down? Is it almost time to start
looking into the job market? Or, is your
academic career just starting to wind
up, but you still want to know what job
opportunities are out there and what
you should be doing to prepare yourself
for those jobs?
If any of the aforementioned questions apply to you, Central' s Career
Planning and Placement Center,
located in room 105 of Barge Hall, may
be the ideal place for you to begin
answering those questions.
Says Dean Owens, director of Central' s · CPPC, "The center provides a
central office for all students that need
career planning assistance, and where
seniors and alunmi could get help in
their search for new and better positions, and where employers can meet
their personal needs for university
educated men and women."
~ens says that the center has a
registration process for juniors, seniors,
and graduates that puts together important vocational and educational· data
about each candidate which allows that
person to use the information in his job
search.
The procedure for setting up a file
with the center is relatively easy, says
Owens. The center recommends that
''a student comes in and picks up a
registration form package three
quarters before they graduate.'' The
student fills out three sheets: one for
personal data, the second for his
academic and work record, and the
third for listing his major course of
study.
According to Owens, placement
registration is free, and includes
distribution of registration packets for
seniors and alumni to prospective
employers, updating a student's resume
upon request, and answering placement file inquiries for candidates.
Owen recommends that a student
doesn't establish a file until his senior
year, depending on when they expect to
graduate. "Sometimes," he says,
"students establish a file four quarters
before they graduate, usually only

DEAN OWENS- Director of Career Placement and Planning
when they are going to do an internship
or something of that nature and need to
get information to an employer early."
Any earlier than that isn't recommended, because a student will find
that many changes will have to be made
on his file, due to a change in their
course of study or their work experience. Owens said, ''It's just too
much of a burden on the center to make
so many changes.''
''The placement service that we
offer," explained Owens, "is really
helpful if, for example, you're in
California trying to find a job and you
need a reference, but you can't
remember a former employer's address
or something of that nature, you can
contact us and we can have that information out to you that same day.
"We also notify students and alumni
when there are· job openings.
Employers contact us and let us know
what type of employees they are looking for."
Owens says that it's almost mandatory for education majors to register
with the center, and that their placement percentage is very high. In 1986,
1,053 education·majors were registered
with the center, and 80 percent of them
found jobs. In addition, the center
distributed 1,300 placement packets for
arts and science majors, including

business majors, of which the university has many. The center's records show
that placement for those graduates was
78 percent in 1986.
The center can also be beneficial for
underclassmen. Owens pointed out,
''Sometimes freshmen come in asking
what the requirements are for working
for Boeing or Weyerhauser. They ask,
'How many hours are needed for such
and such?' Well, where else are you going to find out?"
Owen said that all a student has to do
is visit the office and look at a brochure
or file on a particular company to find
out what he needs to know. "We are a
self-serve outfit," says Owens. "We
don't have to look for students, they
don't have to look for us. They can
come in and look at our material on
companies, and reach their own conclusions. We are always here to help out, if
they need it."
Owens says that the center has an index that allows the student to find out
what types of literature it has available
for each major. "So if you're majoring
in 'X', you can index and tell immediately what we have that pertains
to that field.''
If a student does seek help, the center
is very much available for career
counseling, Owens said. Students can

arrange to meet· with a counselor, and
talk about their background and their
career interests. Those counseling sessions give students the opportunity to
articulate their goals and to get information on planning a job campaign, said
Owens.
''What happens much too often in an
actual job interview, is that students
aren't sure about themselves and are
real antsy about answering questions,
so they end up talking about
everything, except the specific question
they are asked.'' Owens said that the
center can help a student get a better
focus on their outlook.
In addition to career planning and
placement, the center maintains a job
research service that enables it to provide the student with current and accurate information regarding employment conditions, present and future. It
also houses a library that contains current occupational information about an
employer. If you want to know more
about_ the place you might want to
work, the center is a great place to find
such information.
The Career Planning and Placement
Center is responsible for much of the information about job interviews and
general employment opportunities
posted around campus and in the
Observer. Also, in April the center hosts
the Job Fair. "We get 50 to 60
employers in the S. U .B. ballroom to talk
· to students. It's not really a time in
which employers hire, but they are
there to answer any questions students
have about the type of people they hire,
when they hire, etc. It's a great opportunity for students to get their foot in the
door," said Owens.
"The service that we offer," Owens
explained, ''is really helpful, for example, if you' re in California trying to find
a job and you need a reference, but you
can't remember a former employer's
address, or something of that nature,
you can contact us and we can have that
information out to you that same day.
"We also notify students and alumni
when there are job openings.
Employers contact us and let us know
what type of employees they are looking for."
'

Nicholson Pavilion to be completed during break
By JUNE E. MAW
Staff Writer

Two major projects are at different
stages of completion, says Donn Rothe,
senior architect for Facilities Planning.
The Nicholson Pavilion addition will be
finished by December 18, but the Ninth
Avenue entrance, outside of ShawSmyser, will not be fully completed until spring.
~ccording to Rothe, the pavilion addi-.
tion is "substantially complete," which
means that although the contractor is
required to finish construction by the
18th to avoid a monetary penalty, there
still may be some small adjustments
that will have to be made. Rothe cites
examples of these adjustments as
lighting and paint work, but adds, ''The
building is ours after this date. We have
plans to be fully moved in by the time
students return for winter quarter.''
It is not unusual for the .contractor to

be called back to a project after the official closing date, says Rothe. ''As long
as the contractor is basically on
schedule and shows us what we consider a normal rate of progress, we
won't penalize them if something isn't
quite right when we move in.'' Rothe
says he is pleased with the work this
contractor has done because not only
will the project be completed on time,
the $2 million budget hasn't been exceeded. "I've never seen someone so
cooperative and business-like. It's been
a very nice situation for both the university and myself.''
While construction on the north end
of campus is right on schedule, it's a different story for the south end. The
Ninth Avenue entrance, expected to be
completed by December 30th, will not
be fully completed until this spring. Bill
Please see Pavilion page 6

NICHOLSON PAVILION- The interior of the addition to Nicholson
Pavilion is not yet complete, but administration hopes to be moved in
before students return winter quarter.
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Air Force ROTC 3rd in ·nation

Letters
continued from page 2

TAMRA

By

LUCAS

Staff Writer

T's in the word ''detachment,'' Mr.
Maley.
.
It's his editorial, however, that stinks,
like the flatus he so exuberantly
describes; 23 column inches of pure
rubbish. I'm not really concerned with
his feelings about the Big Bang Theory
or antiquidated Biblical dogma -- I'm
more than happy to let Carl Sagan
worry about that. I am concerned that
this person wants a career in the same
profession as my major, journalism,
and tha.t this is more than likely an tXample of the best writing he thinks he's
ever done.
Journalism is a profession, Mr. Maley

-- a profession that should be weeding
out writing such as your editorial. The
Observer's Golden·Age, in my opinion,
occurred during last spring quarter
Uulie Seibert, where are you?). Maybe
next quarter we'll see some improvement in story selection, editorial comments, and attention to detail. In the
meantime, Mr. Maley, remember:
there's professional help available for
your case of ''journalistic cranium rectumitis.''

Most Sincerely,
Paul Schmidt

Nations
Continued from page 1
general of the U.N. and Canada's Prime
Minister as well as other members of
the actual U.N. are expected to attend.
Central participated in the second far
west model back in 1950. Then the participants were rated and Central placed
second behind Stanford's team. In those
early days of the model U.N., studen~s
dressed up in the native garb of their
countries. For the next 14 years Central
actively participated in the far ':"'est
model. They have not taken part smce
1964, however.
Wirth said he has been trying to get
the students interested again since he
joined the political science department
five years ago. Last year he finally con-

vinced 12 students to write position
papers and raise enough money to present them at the model U.N. in San
Diego. With almost twice as many
students interested this year, the group
must raise nearly $8,000.
The students who went last year say
the money is well spent. ''We had to
research real issues and represent our
country as if we were those actual _countries,'' said Dowie of the expenence.
After last year's model, the students say
they will be better prepared to get more
from the experience.
''We will have a better idea of the
rules and regulations and what is going
on '' said Kendra Kawaguchi, a CWU
seclor who saw the sights of San Diego
between U .N. committee meetings and
will go to Canada with ·this year's team.

Central' s Air Force ROTC program,
the third best detachment in the nation,
has received yet another award for its
excellence. II} a major inspection which
took place during the third week of
November, Central' s Air Force ROTC
was rated as "highly excellent." This
was an improvement over last year's .
rating of "excellent."
According to the cadets, there are
many factors which contribute to their
success. Mike Eliason, 2nd lieutenant,
says, ''I am very impressed with the
program because it is ran by us, the
cadets. I have a lot of respect for the
other cadets because they are all so
dedicated. They voluntarily spend a
great deal of their free time at the
detachment." Eliason, a member of
Central' s league champion football
team and also of Central' s baseball
team, is the only varsity letterman in
Central's Air Force ROTC program.
Teamwork is a key issue in any successful program. According to Kelly
Murphy, 1st lieutenant, the Air Force
ROTC is no exception. "We usually
work well together on big projects and

activities because of our teamwork and
communication--they are our biggest
strengths,'' explained Murphy, a senior
majoring in computer science. In ~ recent physical fitness test, Kelly received
the highest score out of the detachmen~.
The cadets give a great deal of credit
to their superiors. They feel their colonel, cadre, and their entire staff are all
highly qualified. According to Eric
Holstrom, cadet major, "their fighter
pilot attitude is contagious--they. ~a~e
the attitude of 'we can and we will .
Holstrom stressed the importance of
university ·support, saying ''Without
Central' s support we would not be
rated as well as we are." He believes
other universities are not always so fortunate. Holstrom, a senior who hopes to
become a space operation officer in the
near future, also gave recognition to
President Garrity and Dean Peterson
for their support.
The Air Force offers opportunity to
gain leadership, time mana?~ment, ~d
communication and wntmg skills.
Dave Wyatt, a junior with a pilot slot,
believes the Air Force is an excellent
career. According to Wyatt "There is no
other job in the world where I can serve
God, my country and love it at the same
time."
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207

w 8th

MARKET

7AM to

OPEN EVERYDAY

MIDNIGHT

BEER-WINE SPECIALS

\

*Black Label-24pk. 12 oz. can 5.99
.·
*0lympia-24pk. 11 oz. N.R. Btl. 5.99
*Olym2ia-12pk. 12 oz. can 3.99
*Maxx-12pk. 12 oz. can 2.99
*Hamms-12pk. can 4.69
·
*Budweiser-12p~. 12 ~z. can 5.99
*Bud Light-12pk. 12 oz. can 5_.99 ·
. 9 '*Rolling Rock·6pk. N.R. 12 oz. 3.13
. · *Ranier-6pk. 12oz. can 2.99
*Ranier Light-6pk. 12oz. can 2.99
*Henry's-12pk. 12oz. N.R. 5.99
*LQwenbrau.:.6pk. Btl. 3.29
*MD 20/20. Wine Coolers-2 Liters 2.59
~ Cascade MoUnt:ili.n C.ellars wine of Ellensbui-g
~... Grants of Yakima (5 varieties)
·

VIDEOS ·
. * .99 Everyday
* New Selections

* RC Cola - 6 pk. cans 1.25
* :Pepsi - 8 pk. 16 oz. btl. s Dep.
* I>oritos - 11 oz. WAS 2.39 NOW 1.89
* Ruffles - 6.5 oz. WAS 1.47 NOW 1.03
* Hygrade Lunch.m eats - 12 oz.. 99

* Free Membership
* Video Cassette Players
Available

* Pai;ty Ice Available
* Fresh Produce .- ·
Section
* Giant Bulk Food
Prices effective Dec. 1-87 thru Dec. 26-87
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Pavilion

Preregistration to ·see improvement

Continued from page 3
Ross, director of Facilities Planning says
the contract was automatically extended to March 1st when it looked as
though snow and freezing temperatures
would hold up construction. The plans
for this project call for landscaping
which includes young trees and flowers
that would be unable to survive winter
weather.
Ross says most of the brick and paved
areas are completed, so the plaza will
remain open to pedestrian traffic _during
the winter. When finished this spring,
this will be the official pedestrian entrance to the university.

Get

By Shirlee Yantz
Staff Writer

Did you know that students
register for class every six weeks?
That's why if it seemed like you just
registered, you probably did.
The system of being able to
preregister started only two years
ago, in late 1985. Installment of this
new system was badly needed not
only to update the process, but to
replace the old system which was
beyond repair. And, as no system is
perfect, changes and ideas are being
tried every quarter.
One of the biggest complaints was

BACK

•

into the /

Swing Of Things!

Chiropractic
Center
-

-

962-2570
DR. Maynard Linder
DR. Myro~ Linder
DR. Sandy Linder
1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg• Located close to campus .

AUXILIARY SERVICES

WAREHOUSE
WORK·ER
APPRENTICE.
Applications for an Apprentice Warehouse Worker will be accepted by Dining
Services until 5 p.m. on December 11, 1987. Employment applications are
available at the Student Employment Office, Barge Hall, Room 205.

TYPICAL WORK
1. Operate an electric fork lift, pallet jack, delivery van, and a one-ton
truck with an electric tailgate.
2. Unload truck, inspect for condition of products, palletize items and
store in appropriate areas.
'
3. Gather items from stock daily to fill orders for the Dining Services
kitchens, verify product orders, and enter information on the issue
forms.
•
4. Deliver orders, food carts, fruits and vegetables, and operating
supplies to the various dining units.
5. Maintain a clean/safe working area by cleaning up spills, sweeping
floors, and keeping aisles clear to safely accommodate equipment.
6. Assist with physical inventories.

QUALIFICATIONS
1. Six months'. experience in operating some types of warehouse
equipment, materials handling and some shipping and/or receiving
experience.
2. Must be a full-time Central Washington University student
(minimum c;>f 12 credits).
3. Must have a valid Washington State Driver's license.
4. Knowledge of OSHA and WISHA safety regulations.
5. Able to work a minimum of fifteen hours per week during the
academic year (some weekend hours may be included).
6. PrEtference given to students currently employed by Dining
Services.

HOURS AND WAGES
The work schedule is from 7 to 10 a.m., Monday through Friday
during the academic year, with other hours possibly being assigned.
Full-time work during breaks is often available. Starting wage for an
apprentice is $4.80 per hour.

CWU Dining Services

standing in line for so long in the attempt of registering. In order to accommodate this problem, more days
will be added to the registration
period. This includes at least one additional day for seniors, who by an
uncalculated mistake had to register
on the same day.
Most students do like this system
of preregistration as opposed to
waiting until the beginning of the
next quarter to get classes, as was the
old system. But, once again some
suggestions have been made to improve the process. The most common idea was having a rotating
priority system, so one level isn't
always last.
Other ideas, like that of drama major Paula Johnson, were to offer
more sections Gf basic classes and ar- ,
range those so there are spots open
for each level of student. This would
be a fair change for everyone to get
into needed classes. Business administration major Asha Naiknimbalkar and broadcast major David
Fuller were in favor of more section
times for basic courses needed by all
students.
To make it easier to find out which
courses are closed, fashion merchandising major Kristina Haslund suggested a constantly updated
prerecorded message listing closed
or canceled classes. This would not
only cut down on the guess-work,
but the amount of people who come
down just to find out this information.
·
To help with lines, Shari Hastings,

special education major, liked the
idea of making it more like a banking
system. That is, having just one long
line and when the next window is
open the next person goes.
But what has to be the most
frustrating problem is finally getting
to a terminal window and finding
out there's a hold on your account.
This isn't intentionally done to get at
students, but it's been found that by
adding the hold students are more
likely to pay fines than ignore them.
The main suggestion here is to
always check with student accounts
before getting in line to avoid the
delay.
One way the registrars office is trying to help students is by testing a
new waiting list system. Only two
classes are using it this quarter;
depending on their success rates, it
will probably be expanded. What the
system will do is if the class you want
is closed you then will have the opportunity to go on a waiting list for
that course. In the occurance that someone else drops your intended
class, the instructor can then look on
the list and prioritize who gets in.
Openings won't automatically go to
the person lucky enough to be in line
when the class re-opens.
Though no major changes are ex·
pected, except for those mentioned,
the act of preregistration will continue to be a necessity of academic
life--no matter how frustrating it can
sometimes be.

PAGODA REST AU RANT
Chinese & American dishes •· Cocktails
·Ne
\-t\ Music Wed-Sat

Band: ELECTRIC
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CAN
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Lunch

$3.85
Dinner

$4.85

Every Thursday LADIES NIGHT
Drinks for '$1.50

HAPPY HOUR
FROM 5-7
2EOR1

free delivery • orders-to-go
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925-2181
116 W. 3rd Ave

year after year,
quarter after quarter,
Fidelity Union Life offers the most accepted,
most popular life insurance program on campuses
all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:
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708 E. BTH AVENUE, IN THE PLAZA
ELLENSBURG , WASHINGTON 98926

DONCLEMAN
Bus: 925-4175
Res: 925~2336
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GEFFEN GHS 24099 (9.98) ·.

WHtTESMAKE

WHITNEY HOUSTON_

ARISTA Al 8405 (!U8)

DEF LEPPARD MERCURY 830 675 l/POLYGRAM

JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP
MERCURY 832 465-1 /POlYGRAM - U2 ISlANO 90581/ATlANTIC (9.98)

THE BEST Of RITCHIE VALENS
HOLD YOUR FIRE
WHO'S THAT GIRL

SIRE 25611 /WMNER BROS. (9. 98)

WARNER BROS. 25471

(9.98)

TANGO IN THE NIGHT
DOCUMENT

R.£.M. l.R.S. 42059/MCA (8.98)

IN THE DARK

AAISTA N. 8452 (9.98)

THE FINAL COUNTOOWN

EPtCBfE 40241/E.P.A.

DUOTONES

KENNY G. . ARISTA Al 8-8427 (8.98;

SPANISH FLY

COllMM FC 40477

A£ROSMITH GUftN GHS 24162 (8.98)

PERMANENT VACATION

ELEKTRA 60444 (8.98)

RAPTURE

GREAT WHITE CAPITOL.ST 12565 (8.98)

ONCE BITTEN

ANITA BAKER

CRAZY NIGHTS

KISS MERCURY 832 626-1 /POLYGRAM

I
I
I
~

DOOR TO DOOR

THE CARS ELEKTRA 60747 (9.98)
HUEY LfWIS •THE NEWS

CHRYSALIS OI/ 41534

FORE!
RICHARD MARX

RICHARD MARX EMJ.MANHATIANST 53049(8.98)

BONJOVI
EXPOSE

MEACUn' 830264-1 /POlYGRAM

SLIPPERY WHEN WET

ARISTA Al 8441 (8.98)

CUTTING CREW

EXPOSURE

VIRGIN 90573/ATLANTIC (8.98)

BROADCAST

ATLANTIC81641 (9.98)

GENESIS

ENIGMA ST 12523/CAPITOl. (8.98)

POISON

INVISIBLE TOUCH
LOOK WHAT THE CAT DRAGGED IN

BODEANS SLASH.25629/REPRISE (8.98)

ACTUALLY

BILLY IDOL CHRYSAl.ISOY 41620

.VITALIOOL

A&MSP5136{8.98)

SOLITUDE STANDING
NAJEE'S THEME

NAJEEEMl-MANHATIANST 17241 (8.98)
DAVID BOWIE

£Ml-MANHATTAN PJl 7267 (9.98)

SPYRO GYRA MCA 42046 (8.98>

NEVER LET ME DOWN
STORIES WITHOUT WORDS

W.A.S.P. CAPITOi. CLT 48053 (8.98)

LIVE IN THE RAW
WfNI

IANANARAMA LONDON 828 061-l JPOL'WGRAM
PRINCE

SIGN 'O' THE TIMES·

PAJSlfY Pl\RK 255 71 /WARNER BROS. (l 5.98)

WHITNEY HOUSTON

38 SPECIAL A&M 3910 (9.98J
MADONNA

WHITNEY HOUSTON

ARISTA Al.8-8212 (8.98)

GLORIA £STEFAN I. MIAMI SOUND MACHINE

SIRE 25442/WARNER BROS. (9.98)

SOUNDTRACK MCA 6214 (9.98J
ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN
SIRE 25597 /WARNER BROS. C8. 981
SWING OUT SISTER MERCURY 832 213 1/POL YGRAM
SAMMY HAGAR GEFFEN GHS 24144 (9.98)
DEBBIE GIBSON ATLANTIC 81780 (8.98)

COll.JleA oc 40659

BEVERLY HILLS COP II
ALPHABET CITY

l/POlYGRAM

SQUEEZE A&M SP 5161 (8. 98)

BABYLON ANO ON

SOUNDTRACK . COLUMBIA SC 40323

TOP GUN

-·

YES ATCO 90522/ATlAHTIC (9.98)

tJIG GENERATOR

MR. lllST£R RCA6276-1~(9.98)

GOON .. .

lHE CUI.T BEGGAR'S aANouET/SIRE 25555/WARNER BROS. (8.98)

EliCTRIC

WENDY AND USA COl.UMBIA BFC 40862

WENDY ANO LISA

TIFFANY .:A 5793 (8.98>

IEASTIE BOYS

TIFFANY

DEF JAM FC 40238/COl.UMlllA

LICENSED TO ILL

THE SMITHS SIRE 25649/WMNER BROS. (8.98)

STRANGEWAYS, HERE WE COME

FASTER PUSSYCAT ELEKTRA 60730 (8.98)

THE CURE

FASTER PUSSYCAT

ELEKTRA 60737 (13.98)

BRYAN ADAMS

KISS P,.1E, KISS ME, KISS ME

MM 3907 (9.98)

INTO THE FIRE

CURIOSITY Klll£0 TH£ CAT WRCURY 8320251/POLVGRAM

·THE OUTFIELD

PAULSIMON

KEEP YOUR DISTANCE

COLUMBIA OC 40619

STEVE WINWOOO

ISlNI)

BANGIN'

25448/WAANER BROS. (8. 98)

BACK IN THE HIGHUFE

WARNER BROS. 25447 (9.9fl)

PETER GABRIEL

so

GEFFEN GHS 24088 (8.98)

BEST OF THE DOORS

THE SILENCERS RCA 6442-1-R (8.98)

CROWDED HOUSE

A LETIER FROM ST. PAUL

AltM SP-3905 (9.98)

CONTROL

CAATOl ST· 12485 (8.98)

CROWDED HOUSE

GRIM REAPER RCA 6~1-R(8.98)
REO SPEEDWAGON

El'tC OE 40769/LP.A.

LET IT LOOSE

BEST Of 38 SPECIAL-"FLASHBACK"
TRUE BLUE
MOONLIGHTING
ECHO ANO THE BUNNYMEN

ROCK YOU TO HELL

El'tC FE 40444/E.P.A.

LIFE AS WE KNOW IT

JONATHAN BUTLER JM/RCA 1032·1·J!ACA(8.98)

JONATHAN BUTLER

WARREN ZEYON VIRGIN 90603/ATLANTIC (8.98)

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

·1

SENTIMENTAL HYGIENE-

THE JESUS AND MARY CHAIN WARNER BROS. 25656 (8 98)

OARKLANDS

------

-

I
I

~
·.

. A Club !
We Are Not

WE ONLY SELL C"ASSETTES!!

WE ACCEPT

PERSONAL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS
POSTAGE & HANDLING: ALL ORDERS MUST INCLUDE
THREE DOLLARS Br FIFTY CENTS (3.50]. NO MATTER HOW
LARGE OR SMALL THE ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
FIRST CLASS MAIL I TAPES ARE 100% GUARANTEED

I
I

I
I
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NAME
ADDRESS--------~-~-----CITY _ _ _ _ _• STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

IT'S BETTER TO TRAVEL
I NEVER SAID GOODBYE

OUT OF THE BLUE

I.

GRACELAND

THE DOORS ELEKTRA 60345 (12. 98)

JANET JACKSON

I
I
I

NO PROTECTION

MCA 6207 (9.98)

ABC MERCURY 832 391

I

ONE WAY HOME

STARSHIP GA\,WT M13-1.C/ACA (9.98)

SOUNDTRACK

I

DARK SIDE OF THE MOON

OUTSIDE LOOKING IN

PET SHOP BOYS EMl-MANHATT~ 46972 (8.98)

SUZANNE VEGA

HOOTERS

HARVEST SMAS I 1163 CAPITOi. (9 98)

NIGHT SONGS

MERCURY 830076· I /POL YGRAM

CINDERELLA

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS

ELEKTRA 60725 (9.98)

MOTLEYCRUE

I

LOST BOYS

ATl.NmC 81767 (9.98)

SOUNDTRACK

I
I
I
I

PINK FLOYD

MEET DANNY WILSON

RUSH MERCURY 832 4M-l/POl.YGRAM .

.

HYSTERIA

BAO ANIMALS

RITCHIE YALENS RHINO/DEl-fl RNLP 70178/CAPITOL (8.98)

USA USA• CULT JAM

RADIO K.A.O.S.

THE JOSHUA TREE

DANNY WILSON VIRGIN 90596/ATLANTIC (8.98)

EUROP£

ROGER WATERS COU.aA FC 40795

THE LONESOME JUBILEE

CAPITOL PJ.12546 (9. 98)

GRATEFUL D£AD

WHITNEY

LA BAMBA

SOUNDTRACK St.ASH 25605/WAANER BAOS. (9.98)

flE£TWOOO MAC

SLIDE IT IN

DIRTY DANCING

SOUNDTRACK RCA6408-l.ff(9.98>

SOUNDTRACK-MADONNA

WHITESNAK£ GEffEN GHS 4018 (6.98)

A MOMENTARY LAPSE OF REASON

PINK FLOYD COllMM oc 40599

HEART

WHITESNAKE

· MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

Students Pub I ish ing
PO BOX 46_4_9.
FOAT LAUDEBD.ALE.
FLORIDA 33338

$3.99 x -'- - '

=

CATALOGUE (1.00)
POSTAGE &
HANDLING
TOTAL
ENCLOSED

D Yes! Please send me you 1987 catalog with over 7000 tltles. I have enclosed $1.00 extra for postage.

~----------------

-

$3.50

I
I
I

I
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Straight Ahead moving toward success
By LILLY PARK
Staff Writer

Listen to what Dave Cazier has to say.
"Jazz is human. H you're perfect in jazz,
you're sterile. It's not jazz anymore.''
Cazier is lead singer and arranger for
Straight Ahead, the acclaimed vocal jazz
ensemble. He says that jazz evolved in
America because "we're more free to
express ourselves here. Jazz roots can be
traced back to the black, Southern
culture. They had so much to express in
their dealings with life, pain and joy."
Cazier chose jazz ''because when I
looked at pop music, I felt obligated to
do it exactly like the person on the
radio. Jazz is a kick. It's never the same,
from one performance to the next.''
The credentials of the Straight Ahead
members reads like a list from Who's
Who In Music. Cazier helped initiate
the group. Jake Bergevin sings second
tenor and has performed with the
Manhattan Transfer. Mickey Hull is an
accomplished latin percussionist and
original co-founder of the group. Eric
Sumeri helps -arrange the vocal jazz
literature and has performed with Mark
Murphy.
Three rhythm section players also
back this quartet. Reuel Lubag is a
sought-after keyboard accompanist
and has also played with Doc Severinson. Walt Hampton is Principal
Pecussionist-Solo Timpanist . with the
Yakima Symphony and near .completion of a Master's degree. Last but not
least, is Loren Wohlgemuth, bass
player. Wohlgemuth is a former
N.A.J.E. scholarship winner and pursuer of two degrees in Public Relations
and Print Journalism.
Straight Ahead has drawn real praise
from vocal jari enthusiasts. ''They
deserve to be heard and I will guarantee
satisfaction,'' said John Moawad, Central Jazz Director.
''I have heard many artists in live
concert. . .I heard as much musical
emotion and excitement from the
quartet as I have heard from ... Ella Fitzgerald or any number of pro's,'' said
Gary Baisinger, Eisenhower Choral
Director.
Wohlgemuth and Cazier agree on
Straight Ahead' s potential. ''We have an
excitement, an expertise that is rare,''
said Cazier. "We've been told we're a
lot better than the Ritz," said
Wohlgemuth.
The public · would seem to agree.
After listening to Manhattan Transfer
live, one fan told Cazier that his group
had much more to offer.
Straight Ahead' s musical style has
been influenced by Count Basie, Eddie
Jefferson, Mark Murphy, and Lambert,
Hendricks and Ross.
Cazier likens vocal jazz to ''an untilled
field. We. want to make a name for
ourselves as pioneers-. The group takes
original scores and rewrites them to fit
the jazz idiom as we see it.''
"Our main thrust is to educate people
to what jazz is all about," said Cazier.
''It's difficult to describe jazz. It's like
trying to explain to a child what love is
about.. ·You just have to dive in.''
The ultimate goal for Straight Ahead
is to ''cut a recording contract. All the
money we make goes toward the group
fund, to pay for gigs to make an actual
record." The ensemble wants to make
contact with jazz labels like Palo Alto
and Blue Note.
Straight Ahead faces just three
stumbling blocks on the road to success.
The first is money.
"Studio costs range from 25 to 100
dollars per hour,'' said Cazier.

JUST A SWINGIN' - Members of the vocal group Straight Ahead are striving to achieve
lofty goals. Pictured, from le~ to right, are Mickey Hull, Dave Cazier, Eric Sumeri and Jake
Bergevin.
The second is name recognition. ''We ·
have everything Manhattan Transfer
has except contacts," Wohlgemuth
commented.
The third block is time. Three of the ·
members ''are done with school after
this year," explained Wohlgemuth.
''We need to make it or break it in the
next six months.''
Part of Straight Ahead' s unique acclaim is based on Cazier' s ability to arrange music and words. "Original
scores come when I'm inspired; there is
an emotional need to release. The music
and words come simultane<?usly."
''Sometimes it's a bitch to write the
words. The subject is very close and
you don't quite know how to say what
you're feeling."
Cazier's personal goal is to ''be a wellrounded music educator.'' He is involved with ''the legit end of things'' at Central. "Legit" translates into classical
music, opera, private voice lessons and
choir.
Cazier has recently discovered the
price of success. David Barduhn is a
former mentor and·'' outstanding writer
for jazz circles. Everything I've learned
about writing jazz is directly or indirectly through him."
Barduhn suggested that his students
"steal" his music, as ·~ way to get
started. Cazier complied and "stole"
Barduhn's music. This past summer,
Cazier discovered that Barduhn had
begun ''stealing'' from him.
Straight Ahead has gained a loyal
following on the high school jazz level.
''Kids want to be there listening. They
really want to learn about vocal jazz.
They are supportive,'' Cazier said.
Straight Ahead will open for The Ritz,
a popular vocal group, in Everett on
February 20. ·They hope to make the
N .A.J .E. Disneyland Jazz Festival this
year as well.
Last year they were invited but did
not have the funds to attend. Costs for
the event would have run into the
thousands for the seven-member group.
As you may have guessed, this is a
busy group and Cazier is a busy man.
When asked what his outside interests
were, all he said was "Liz," with a big
grin on his face. The first time it was
roses. The second time it was her name
in the Observer. Maybe this time it'll
work?

Store offers import beers
By RENEE RICKETI'S
Staff Writer

Soft-spoken Steve Linse does not really come across as the type of guy who
would drink over 200 bottles of beer,
but he did.
Linse painstakingly emptied and collected the bottles from approximately
25 different countries for display in his
"7-11 for trucks."
"It was a dirty job, but someone had
to do it," commented Linse on his
work.
The bottle collection has been expan, ding -lately, though the shelf-space has
not. "I need to build some more
shelves; I haven't had enough time,"
said Linse
Before Steve's Truck Stop opened in
1982, very few imports were available
in Ellensburg. ''That's been our gimmick," said Linse, who often has to
drive to Seattle to obtain brands which
are not shipped to central Washington.
He added, "There's been great
response-people come here from far
away for imports.''
Linse' s ''gimmick'' proved its effectiveness by making Steve's Truck Stop a
common resting place for I-90 travelers.
Some transcontinental truck drivers
who know of Linse' s hobby bring him
imports which cannot be found
anywhere along the west coast. Linse
trades the drivers straight across-beerfor-beer-for the addition to his collection.
Not all of the bottles on the wall can
be accommodated in the refrigerator,
because the fit is ''just not physically
possible,'' according to Linse. The
brands do, however, circulate in and
out of the shop.
Steady business, rotation of available
brands, and the layout of the -cooler
keeps Linse' s stock of beer fresh. Linse
also believes the higher alcohol content
in the imports slows the aging, and
preserves the quality of the beer.
Although his collection is a novelty of
interest to Steve's Truck St op

customers, beer is not the only product
available in the 24-hour convenience
store. In fact, Linse's business is into ·
just about every business one can think
of: car and truck supplies, grocery
items, articles of clothing, souvenirs,
and gasoline. The truck stop even offers
two complete showers to its traveling
customers.
All of Linse' s employees make the
fresh-cooked chicken and jo-jo' s,
homemade fudge, and other deli foods.
''One thing we underestimated when
we ·opened, was the amount of food
we'd sell,'' said Linse. He estimates
sales of 75-100 hamburgers and sandwiches and 100 pounds of chicken
every day.
''Our philosophy is different: we
make our servings very large," said
Linse. Steve's Truck Stop cuts its own
jumbo chickens, stacks six ounces of
meat on each sandwich, offers hamburgers in quarter-pound denominations, and refuses to serve ''those little
half-pints of milk," according to Linse.
Hamburgers are even a novelty at this
taste-conscious truck stop; each
customer chooses the size of frozen
burger and bun to flame broil. Then, at
the condiment bar, ''You get to fix it exactly the way you want it." said Linse.
Linse credits his food sales for the majority of his beer sales, especially the
popularity of the import beers. His imports sell singly, which ''mostly caters
to the guy who wants to have the taste
of imported beer with his sandwich,''
Linse said.
According to Linse, the emphasis on
drinking and driving has kept his beer
sales from increasing in proportion with
. his other increasing sales. Since the majority of his beer sells by the single bottle, however, Linse does not think there
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Central music groups to present concerts
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
Contributed by UR writers

Choirs
Student singers from Central
Washington University will present a
free December 6 holiday concert-featuringJ.S. Bach's "Magnificat"
and Benjamin Britten's "Ceremony of
Carols'' -at 4 p.m. in Hertz
Auditorium.
Under the direction of Dr. Judith
Bums, the University Chorale will perform Britten's festive "Ceremony,"
headlining guest harpist Camille Peterson of Wenatchee. The chorale will also

sing several traditional holiday songs,
directed by Judith Buckmaster, a CWU
graduate assistant in choral conducting
from Bellevue.
The select 36-member Chamber
Choir will also join forces with the Central Symphony to present the Bach
''Magnificat'' during the Sunday afternoon program.

Bands
At their first "sit-down" performance
of the 1987-88 season, two Central
Washington University bands will
make the transition from marching

tunes to symphonic fare, at a free
December 3 concert. The Thursday
performance begins at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Auditorium, according to Larry
Gookin, Director of Bands at Central.
The world premiere of ''Nostalgia,''
composed this year by CWU graduate
student John Maxson will headline the
program. Maxson, a master's degree
candidate in conducting, will direct the
Central Wind Ensemble in the performance of his new work, which includes
the sounds of a half-dozen different

Holst's "Suite for Band" are also on the
free program.

Jazz Nite
The Central Washington University
Music Department presents ''Jazz Nite''
on December 4, beginning at 8 p.m. in
Heitz Auditorium. Admission is $3 at
the door, with no ticket pre-sale, according to John Moawad, head of the Central jazz program. ioncert proceeds

CONCERT SCHEDULE
Dec. 3 8 p.m.

Band Concert

Dec. 4 8 p.m.-

Jazz Nite

Dec. 6 4- p.m.
Choir Concert
All concerts in Hertz Hall Auditorium
dance eras in the medley.
Kim Burke, CWU senior from Colville, will be featured as trumpet soloist
with the Wind Ensemble, playing Andante et Scherzo," arranged by Central
music professor Robert Panerio from a
Barat composition.
George Gershwin's ''An American in
Paris,'' will be performed by Central' s
Concert Band, conducted by graduate
student Jeff Sizer, on leave from the
Lynnwood public school faculty to
complete his master's degree in conducting.
Sousa's ''On Parade'' and Gustav
11
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_Don't get caught at the
wire for finals!

support CWU music department activities.
Three jazz bands and a vocal jazz
ensemble will be featured in the Friday
~vening program. A variety of musical
literature will be presented, including
jazz, swing and jazz-rock.
Directing the ensembles will be Peter
Coutsouridis-Jazz Lab Band; Jeff
Sizer-Stage Band; and John
Moawad-Jazz Ensemble and Vocal
Jazz Ensemble.
On January 9, the CWU Jazz Ensemble will perform at the Seattle Opera
House.

AUXfLIARY SERVICES

CUSTODIAL
APPRENTICE
PROGRAM
University Housing Services is now accepting applications for
our Auxiliary Services Custodial Apprentice Program. We need
qualified students to assist our professional staff throughout the
year including full-time summer employment (June 11-Sept. 21,
1988).
An on-the-job training program has been designed to increase
the knowledge and experience of the selected individuals.
Starting wage for an apprentice is $4.80 per hour . .

You're coming down the stretch for Fall quarter
and the finish line is drawing near. You might
need an extra kick in the haunches to get th rough
your tests like a winner.

FINALS WEEK STUDY CENTER
will be held in the Sub Cafeteria Dec. 6-10, from
6-11 p.m. Free coffee and tea will be provided. So
keep your nose in front at the finish of this quarter.
Sponsored by the SUB and the Alumni Association

QUALIFICATIONS (Minimum)
1. Three months' experience. with ·custodial procedures and
equipment.
2. Currently a full-time CWU student and will be enrolling Fall
Quarter 1988 (minimum of 12 credits per quarter).
3. Able to obtain Student Employment Work-Clearance Form.
4. Able to work a minimum of 12 hours per week including some
weekends during the academic year.
5. Availab,le for full-time summer employment.
6. Have a valid Washington State Driver's License (desirable).
7. Preference will be given to employees currently working in
Housing Services.
Interested applicants can apply at the Student Employment
Office, Barge Hall, Room 205. Applications will be accepted
until 5 p.m. Monday, December 14, 1987. Let us help you put
your talent to work and money in your pocket.

CWU Housing Services
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Pets bring back touch of home
By LORI BAKER
Staff Writer

· Pets. Why do we have them and what
do they bring to the college student?
Although many places around town
do not allow animals, many of us have
them, big and small. Fish, turtles, gerbils, rats and the like find their way into
dorm rooms often while cats and dqgs
are found in larger apartments.
Julie, a senior, has had her seven
year-old cat at school for the past four
years. "It brings sense of home to
school without bringing too much inconvenierice. The enjoyment of having
' her here is remarkable."
Pets do bring enjoyment whether we

have them for companionship, hunting,
attention or because you know how
often your mother would forget to feed
it.
Fish seem to bring a much-needed
sense of tranquility in ID?- otherwise
haphazard environment. I often just sit
and watch my fish swimming, as they
are so peaceful and in turn make me
more at peace.
Other -people have pets to be their
friends. Ed, a parakeet owner, said,
''My bird and I can relate.'' Ed's friends
believe he and the bird have the same
skills regarding the English language.
Companionship is the reason Russ
has a dog here at school. He takes his
hound hunting for birds a couple times

a week. ''Its difficult to keep him penned up inside all day, but we spend a lot
of time outside also, so he gets a good
balance. And unlike girls," Russ added,
''my dog gives me unconditional love!''
Smaller pets are also quite popular.
~mie, a turtle owner says of his pet,
"He's a great little guy."

With much thoughtfulness, Ernie added, "He doesn't die when I drop him."
All of these things add up to the fact
that pets can be very special friends and
also provide good entertainment. Take
. time to enjoy them and especially don't
forget to feed them.
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WE ALWAYS
NEED LEADERS
The Air Force is looking for
pilots ... navigators . . . ·
missileers ... engineers ...
managers and ... more. Our positions are important You can get one
through Air Force Rare
.
As an Air Force ROTC cadet, )0011 be trained
in leadership and management practices. You may
also apply for our scholarship program that helps pay ·
college eicpenses, plus $100 per academic ~th, tax free
After graduation, )OO'U. have all UM: prestige and responsibility of an Air Force offJ.Cer. You'll discO\lel' a new \\Urld
where )OO'U be challenged to ~el ... and rewaJded for )OOr
success. Let us give )00 the details toda)z

(509)963-2314

LONELY PUPPY - Although many students have pets, this puppy
needs an owner. A pet would make a great Christmas gift.

CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

* Full line of student supplie8

* ~Typewriter Accessories
*Lift-Off Tapes

111 East 4th Ave.
Across from Maurices

RIBBONS

Leadership Ex:ellence Starts Here

925-4444

J 29403511 A
\\~\SlUNn·roN.U.C.

l0

J ~(----~~....................

BuyaprinterwithyourMacintosh arid co11Servepaper.
of paper you'll save will have a lovely green glow with with a variety of financing options.We feel compelled to
Presidents on it. So here's the deal: You'll save a bundle tell you, though, that a de.al like this can't last forever:" So
of cash when you purchase an ImageWriter II printer it's a good idea to see your campus microcomputer cenalong with your choice of a Macintosh Plus or a
ter today And join the paper conservation movement.
Macintosh SE. Either way you'll be able to tum out beaureams of paper. And, if you buy both now, the first ream tifully prepared papers. And we'll even tryto help you
The power to be your best™
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
University Book Store
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BEER GUY - Steve Linse, owner of Steve's Truck Stop, offers more
than 200 kinds of beer at his west interchange store. Included in the selection are a number of import beers.
-

is a great chance of impaired driving as
a result of his stock.
Linse estimates only half of his
business coming from truck drivers . .
"We get a tremendous amount of
business from the Army,'' he said. Due
to a large number of accidents from
driver fatigue, the Army made a contract with Steve's Truck Stop: "Over
five vehicles traveling makes a convoy,
and they are required to stop here for 25
minutes. As they continue to train in
Yakima, we will continue to get
business from the Army," said Linse.
Linse watches his transactions
carefully with a $5,000 video system.
His six video cameras not only display
the moment's happenings on a fourway-split screen, but record all of the
store's events for a two-week period.
This system helps Linse guard against
theft and dealer swindles, as well as
providing proof of such actions as
checking a beer customer's identification.
Perhaps his success is a result of
Linse' s analysis of truck stops-the
types of things they carried and did not
carry, the layout and design of the
stores, and the owners' success. ''I
spent about six months traveling
around the entire western U.S.," he
said.

First Quality Name
Brand Ladies Fasion
New Merchandise
···~
Arriving Weekly

....

-

Nothing Over $10

c{jofvCL.Jo
r '!flio

Call your mummy.

Presented by
CWU Dining Services

Nutrition and Cancer
Research continues on the link between
diet and the incidence of various types of
human cancer. No direct correlations have
been found and no specific diet exists which
would guarantee the prevention of any
cancer. However, the American Cancer
Society believes enough evidence exists
about the relationship between nutrition and
cancer to
make the follQwi.ng
recommendations for lowering risk:
(1) Reduce your intake of dietary fat,

saturated and unsaturated, from the current
average of 400/o to 300/o of total calories;

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with bandages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT &T Long
Distance Service probably ·
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you. Just call
1 800 222-0300.

Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

(2) Increase consumption of fruits and
vegetables (especially dark green or deep
yellow; and those high in Vitamin C) and
whole-grain cereals;
(3) Minimize consumption of salt-cured,
smoked, or charcoal-broiled foods;
Drink alcoholic beverages only in
moderation. Empty-calorie foods such as
rich desserts and other sweets, fats, oil, and
alcohol should be used only oc~asionally_

(4)

These common-sense dietary guidelines
will help minimize your risk of cancer and
encourage a healthier lifestyle.
~'iii'
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St!ng release
offers welcome
change
By WREN WOHLGEMUTH
Scene Editor

Listening to most popular music today is similar to babysitting a three
year-old child-the same words are
repeated over and over and over and
over and over.
It is strange to think that there are
people that refuse to utilize the object
that rests on their neck. All the same,
there are those people that engage in
such non-activity.
The point is that current music, for
the most part, is a collection of drum
machines and babbling idiots-' 'Baby,
(boom) Baby, (chik) Baby, (boom) I
Love You, (chik) I Love You, (boom) I
Love You, (boom-chik).''
Fortunately, there are artists (in every
FAMILIAR SIGHT- Sunday's snowfall brought lJack a familiar covering to the Central
sense)
today that perform and compose
campus. Area road conditions were treacherous, to say the least.
music that is both a joy to listen to, and
gives us thinking listeners food for
" " • • • • • • • • • • thought. Paul Simon and Peter Gabriel
come to mind as members of this class
of literate musicians.
Sitting in the front row of this
auspicious class is Gordo·n
Sumner-Sting to most of us. Despite
his beginnings as a school teacher in his
native England, Sting has developed as
much as a writer as he has as a composer.
From his days with the Police, the
preeminent forerunners of the Punk
movement in the '70s, Sting has shown
a penchant for tackling subjects as prostitution, mercy killing and the plight of
the coal miners of Ireland.
Nothing is changed in his most recent
solo release, "Nothing Like the Sun,"
except for the notes. Beginning with
"The.Lazarus Heart," it is apparent tl~at
Sting is still bent on discussing subjects
that provoke thought.
Stingy, as Steve Martin introduced
him on a recent Saturday Night Live
episode, isn't all serious though. In
"Rock Steady," Sting pokes fun at TV
evangelists, stating in the liner notes,
"Sometimes it's hard to tell the game
shows from the TV evangelists.''
Beyond the obvious intellectual content of the tunes, the music is excellent.
Retaining just two members from his
first solo effort, (Keyboardist Kenny
Kirkland and reed-man Branford Marsalis) Sting has assembled a lineup of
studio pros.
Guest artists on the record include
Ski Optic Sunglasses •...•.•....•..
REG.
SALE
Mark Egan, Hiram Bullock, (formerly
00
of the Late Night with David Letterman
EUii #955 Skis ......•.••••• 235.00
Back Packing (Incl. tents) ••••••••••••
Band), Mark Knopfler, Eric Clapton and
ex-Police axeman Andy Summers.
0
Perhaps the most compelling perforK2 Pro Sport ............... 250.00
Ski Parkas (Inc. Roffe) •• ·••••••••••••
Off
mance of the tape is the cover of a Jimi
Hendrix tune-'' Little Wing.' 'Sting first
00
MUHRI Ski Boots ........... 100.00
Sweats (IS 40% Dff) ••••••••••••••••
heard the tune at a Hendrix performance and subsequently heard the song
0
played by Gil Evans and his orchestra.
Ski Bibs •.•....••••••••••.. 75.oo.
Swimwear •.•.•••••..•••.•••..•
Off
Even though the chord line is juiced
up a bit by Evans, the tune has a certain
00
Cross Countrr Pkg. . . . • . . • • . 17 s. 00
beauty and grace that most ballads of
Women's Shorts ••••••••••••.••••
the '60s didn't possess. The guitar and
95
sax solos offered by Bullock and MarGortex Ski Glowes •••.••••••.. 29. 95
Off
Skateboard Supplies •.•••••••••••
salis are first-rate.
It doesn't take one long to realize that
99
Sting
is not your average pop perSki Tune Kit !Christmas Gift) ••••.•• 24. 95
Youth Sportswear ••••••.•••••••••
former. Sure, the blatantly obvious
dance
track-''We'll
Be
00 ·. Wilson Tennis Racquet Reg. 85.00 .......
School Grm Bags . . . . . . . . . . . . 1o.00
Together'' -was destined for the airwaves, but there are other tunes that
99
95
merit equal airtime.
Car Ski Racks .•.••...••...•.. 66 95
Russell Shorts Reg. 6.99 ... . .............
Get your hands on this tape. Despite
the arrogance of Sting in most public apBLAN Skis 40-60 U/o Off
Rossi~110/ Skis I 12 Price
pearances and magazine interviews, he
does have a redeeming quality-he
thinks before he opens his mouth.
Reebok - Nike - Avia - Converse
Definitely a rarity in our day, Sting
deserves to be heard, if not for the
Adidas - Propet - Puma - Etc.
Downhill and Cross Country
words, for that dang Satanic backbeat.
(Walter and Pauly, you guys should get
that.)

20% 80%
To

EXAMPLES OF SAVINGS:

94
145°
50
45°

109

23
16
5
48

Off
Retail

403ott
403ott
303
203ott
203
503ott
203
403ott

3QOO

2
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RENTAL EQUIPMENT
EAP!!!

ATHLETIC SHOES

20% to 60% Off Retail

Proposed items for consideration
!)MASTER PLAN
-SAFE FUNDING PROCESS
-CWU/UW SERVICE TO PUGET
SOUND AREA
-FINANCIAL AID OMMISSION
-MULTIPLE ACCESS POINT
SYSTEM OF ENROLLMENT
2}DAYCARE LEGISLATION
3)MINORITY
RECRUITMENT/RETENTION

WSL LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
ITEMS FOR HECB:
!)MULTIPLE ACCESS POINT
SYSTEM
2)0PPOSE SAFE FUNDING
PROCESS
3)SUPPORT· ESTABLISHMENT OF
BRANCH CAMPUSES(so long as
they do not diminish funding already
available for existing campuses)
4)SUPPORT INCREASES IN
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
5)MINORITY
RECRUITMENT/R~TENTION AND
ATTRITION

This is a paid alveJ1i8eneit sponsored by your~

6)RAISE OVERALL ENROLLMENT
LIDS(not to decrease existing levels)
7)0PPOSE ASSESMENT(national
sophmore test)
·
ITEMS FOR LEGISLATURE:
!)STUDENT
DAYCARE
LEGISLATION
2)PROHIBIT UNIVERSITY FEE
ASSESSMENTS(in addition to tuition
and fees already assessed)
3)MAINTAIN CONCERN ON
FINANCIAL AID/TUITION(by
legislature obtaining floor resolution)
4)INCREASED
STUDENT
CONTROL OVER S&A FEES
5)GRADUATE TAX ISSUE
6)DEMONSTRATION
LAW(regarding financial aid)
ADDITIONAL · ITEMS FOR
LEGISLATURE:
1 )VOTER
REGISTRATION
REFORM(to make it easier for
l:lniversity students to register to
vote)
2)PASSAGE OF A STUDENT BILL
OF RIGHTS
3)SUPPORT
FACULTY
.COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

The Master Plan may limit Central's funding.
Will the new SAFE funding process, in conjunction with the multiple Access Point System of enrollment, limit the funding £9r CWU and
other regionals?
SAFE-remoyes incentive to lower
admission standards in order to ·
maintain funding. CWU' s entrance
level GPA has been one of the
highest in the state. If the admission
standards were to be lowered, the
entrance level · GP A may, and probably would, drop substantially. If
the SAFE Funding Process is based
on educational quality, and that
quality is measured by GPA, then
would it follow that a reduction in
funding for CWU would occur?

student FA dollar was $219 per
student. Washington boasted $112
per student; 51 percent of the U.S.
average. Tuition costs are above the
U.S. average and Financial Aid per .
student is slightly more than half
that of the U.S. average. A Master
Plan addressing these problems
would have been sufficient.
If you would like to know. more
about the HEC Board Master Plan or
Day Care assesment, call me at the
BOD office at 963-1693 or stop by
SUB 214.
The following is a list of legislators,
their addresses and phone numbers
as a resource for obtaining more
information regarding these issues.

In the SAFE Funding Proc~ss,
insufficient funding is combatted by
reducing enrollments. The Master
Plan appears to appease the wealthy
and the brilliant.
The question of funding should.
have gone much deeper. Although
Higher Education saw a slight
increase for the last bienneum, the
percentage of the state budget that is
allocted to Higher Education has
fallen from 22 percent to 15 percent
within the last decade. Is this an
indication of where the priorities of
the legislature lies? Utilizing the
"peer institution" method to analyze
where the Washington regions stand
regarding tuition and fees, an
8-institution average of $1,079 for
1985-1986 and $1, 147 for 1986-1987
was calculated for peers. CWU has
$1,212 for both years; above average
in both years.
Comparing Financial Aid, ·on the
other hand, the U.S. average per

Ken Jacobson, Chairperson
7307 40th N.E. Seattle, WA 98115
(W6} 786-7818
Mike Heavey, Vice Chairperson
5954 Beach Drive S.W. Seattle, WA
98136
(206) 786-7938
Dick Barnes
18118 6th Ave S.W. Seattle, WA
98166
(206) 786-7868
Bob Basich
5.10 Sumner Aberdeen, WA 98520
(206) 786-7870

Louise Miller
17005 191st Ave N.E. Woodinville,
WA .98072
(206) 786·7822
Dick Nelson
122 NW 50th Street Seattle, WA
98107
(206) 786-7826
Eugene A. Prince
Post Office Box 69 Thorton, WA
99176
(2061 786-7844
Jean Silver
North 7012 Audubon
·Spokane, WA 99208
(2061 786-7922

Jolene/ U nsoeld
6110 Buckthorn N.W. Olympia, WA
98502
(206) 786-7940
Karla Wilson
11406 17th Place N .E. Lake Stevens,
WA 98258
(206) 786-7804
Jesse Wineberry
1812 East Madison Suite 10 Seattle,
WA 98122
(206) 786-7944

Jim Jesernig
425 Columbia Center Blvd 0201
Kennewick, WA 99336
Katherine Allen
21 71 85th Place West Edmonds, WA
98020

Drive

Mike Little
ASCWU President

The ASCWU Board of Directors
would like to wish you a very happy
holiday season.
We thank you for your support,
welcome your comments and suggestions and look foreward to an exciting winter quarter. A time to
reach our goals and to continue
representing the issues pertaining to
our lives here at Central whether
they may be on the local or national
level.
Happy Holidays,
Your ASCWU Board of Directors

SPORTS
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Wildcats drop playoff heartbreaker
Southern Oregon ousts Central
-with 21-14 victory
By BRIAN ZVISTRA
Sports Editor

The 'second season' fo:r Central came
to a sudden halt Saturday when it dropped a 21-14 decision to the Southern
Oregon Raiders in first-round action of
the NAIA Division I football playoffs at
Ashland, Ore.
The loss gives the No. 8 ranked
Wildcats a final record of 7-3.
Craig Henderson, who led the Columbia Football League in rushing with
1,220 yards, provided the lethal blow to
Central when he bolted 39 yards for the
game-winning touchdown with 1:34 remaining in the game. Brian Pifer kicked
the extra point.
A last-ditch drive by the Wildcats
ended at their 21 when quarterback Jim
Hill's fourth-down pass to Rob Kenney
was broken up by Southern Oregon's
Sam Searle.
''It's a tough game to lose, but it's
especially tough when it's a playoff
game,'' said Central head coach Mike
Dunbar. ''You have to make the breaks.
Unfortunately, we didn't get any breaks
or make any big plays."
While the Wildcats weren't making
those big plays, the Raiders· were.
Southern Oregon capitalized on three
CWU turnovers and had six plays of 25
yards or longer, the last being Henderson's scoring jaunt.
While Henderson did as well as expected (31 carries for 147 yards and two
touchdowns), Raiders quarterback Rick
Raish provided the difference. The 6-1,
185-pound junior completed 15 of 24
passes for 246 yards and a score.
"He played very well," said Dunbar
of Raish. ''We knew he was a hot-andcold type quarterback. He was hot that
day. He made some key plays."
Henderson helped SOSC get on the
scoreboard first when he jumped over
the middle for a two-yard touchdown
with 4:56 showing in the second
quarter. Pifer' s kick made the score 7-0.
The 5-9, 190-pounder carried four
times on the eight-play drive, including
a 26-yarder that put the ball on the
Wildcat 5.
Central responded with an impressive drive of its own. Starting at
their own 38, the 'Cats marched in 10
plays to the Southern Oregon 6, using a
mixture of running and short passing.
But instead of ending with a score, the
drive ended in disaster. On the next
play, a Hill pass was picked off by
Searle just before halftime, ending the

JIMMIE DILLINGHAM mes to elude a Southern Oregon defender
during the Wildcats' 21-14 playoff loss Saturday.
threat.
Another golden opportunity for the
Wildcats to score was wiped out by a
turnover early in the third quarter.
After receiving the second-half kickoff,
the 'Cats moved the ball 74 yards in
eight plays to the Southern Oregon 1.
There, Kevin Rodgers coughed the ball
up and Brad Galbreath recovered for
the Raiders.
However, CWU didn't self-destruct
on its next scoring chance. After forcing
the Raiders to punt, the Wildcats hit
paydirt seven plays later when Jimmie
Dillingham scored on a three-yard run
with 6:07 left in the third quarter. Scott
Kelly's PAT tied the game at 7- 7.
Dillingham' s TD capped a 50-yard
drive in which the fleet senior provided
34 yards on four carries.
Dillingham finished the day with 93
yards on 16 carries, while Rodgers led
the Wildcats with 144 yards on 19 totes.
All told, the Central ground game collected 247 yards on 49 attempts.
In the passing department, Hill completed 11 of 23 for 115 yards, while
throwing two interceptions.
"I thought we executed our offense
fairly well,'' Dunbar said.
Southern Oregon broke the deadlock
when Raish tossed a seven-yard
touchdown pass to Jeff Beathard with
11:53 left in the game. The key play in
the drive was a 45-yard bomb to Larry
Berriochoa that put the ball on the
CWU 15. Pifer' s kick gave the Raiders a
14-7 lead.
But Central was quick to respond. A
nine-yard pass to Todd Peterson and a

15-yard toss to Dillingham put the ball
at the Wildcat 46. After Hill gained four
yards on an option play, Dillingham
rambled 33 yards to the Southern
Oregon 17.
Hill lost three on a keeper on the next
play, but Rodgers followed with a
l~yard bolt to the six. From there, Hill
scored on a keeper with 8:49 showing
on the clock. Kelly added the PAT.
After Hill's TD, Southern Oregon
took the ball down to the Wildcat 12,
where Pifer tried a 33-yard field goal attempt. But his kick bounced off one of

the posts, preserving the tie until
Henderson's touchdown.
Despite the loss, Dunbar was pleased
with how the Wildcats played.
''It was one heckuva football game,''
the CWU mentor said. ''We actually
played pretty well, except we didn't get
the big play when we needed it.''
Dunbar pointed out it was a very suc;cessful season for his team, regardless
of its ending. ''Like I told the team, you
have to look back at the season and see
what a great season it was, and not let
one game spoil it.''
It was a great season for the 'Cats in
the honors department.
Dunbar was named CFL Northern
Division Coach-of-t.tie-Year, and
linebacker Nick Snyder was selected as
Northern Division Defensive Player-ofthe-Year, along with PLU's Keith
Krassin.
Six other Wildcats were named to the
Northern Division's first team: Dillingham, offensive linemen Troy
Stewart and Bill Walker, defensive
linemen Bob Bunton and Jeff Brateng,
and defensive back Marlin Johnson.
Central had four players selected to
the second team: Hill, Rodgers, offensive lineman Wayne Kilburn, and
defensive end Jeff Marty.
Wildcats receiving honorable mention included wide receiver Todd Peterson, tight end John Bower, offensive
linemen John Picha and Tom Rosenbach, defensive lineman Ron Clark,
linebacker Eddie Gohr, and defensive
backs Chris Cooley and Jim Gallagher.

-

ON A ROLL ingham's escort.

Central quarter'back Jim Hill rolls left behind Dill-

Burke paces good CWU showing at nationals
By NEIL STURGEON
Staff Writer

Sports information director Bob Guptill most likely was quite pleased to find
out that the cross country season was
finally over. This season probably kept
Guptill very busy.
In almost every meet this season, Kim
Burke rewrote the record books, and
she didn't stop at the national meet in
Kenosha, Wis., Nov. 21. As she has
done in the past in both track and cross
country, Burke ran her best race of the
season and the best race in Central
history during the big one: the national
meet.
Burke placed fifth overall with a
17:39 time, the highest finish ever for a

Central runner at nationals.
Two years ago, Kim became the first
CWU cross country athlete to place in
the top ten at nationals, finishing ninth.
Central' s Tobey Suhm had a 13th-place
finish in 1977.
Simon Fraser's Leah Pells won the
women's race with a 16:59 clocking,
smashing the old course record by 33
seconds.
SFU captured the team title, while
Pacific Lutheran took third and
Western Washington fifth.
Burke, a music major, also was
selected to the Academic All-America
team for the third time. Ever the
dedicated student, Burke was busy doing homework during the trip.
''Thirty thousand feet over Wyoming

is no place to do a research paper,'' said
Burke when asked about the trip to
Kenosha.
In the men's race, CWU' s Mike Pace
and Joel Czech each had strong performances. Pace finished 43rd 125:38) and
Czech 50th 125:42).
''I am happy anytime an athlete
places in the top 50 at nationals,'' said
men's coach Spike Arlt.
''Pace was handing me his sweats
when the gun went off,'' continued
Arlt. "We could hardly hear the guy
with the loudspeaker and it burned us.''
The fun doesn't stop here for these
three athletes. It is right back into training for all of them. When prompted, all
three spoke of their aspirations to
qualify for the Olympic Trials.

But all three declined to discuss it until it was done. Doers of this caliber
train to do it rather than talk about it.
Pace holds the school record for the
1,500 meter run with a time of 3:44, a
record which he broke at nationals last
year, leaving him three seconds away
from qualifying for the '88 Olympic
Trials.
Burke has performed well in track as
well, holding the school record and AllAmerican status in the 5,000 meter run,
along with numerous other school
records.
Czech thinks that his best bet will be
in the steeplechase in the spring.
However, he would like to run well in
the 5,000 as well.
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Rush's big money shot shocks Wildcats
ByJOELLIUM
Staff Writer

One of life's rarities occurred Monday night when Central's men's
basketball team lost a 96-94 home contest to Alaska Southeast in CWU' s
regular season opener. It was the
Wildcats' first home defeat (not counting forfeits) since Whitman edged
them 78-77 on Dec. 4, 1985.
Rodney Rush hit a shot at the buzzer
to give the visitors the win.
.
The Humpback Whales, running at
will and using a heavy arsenal of new
players, built a 10-point lead at intermission. The Whales got the lead up to
as much as 14 in the second half, "the
last time being at the 13:26 mark.
From that point, Central started
chipping away. The Wildcats scored
the next six points, and after David
Jones scored seven consecutive points
for the 'Cats, they closed to within four
with 9:50 left.
Jones ignited a rather sluggish offense for 33 points, 19 after intermission. The 6-5 junior produced Magic
Johnson-like numbers: 14 of 21 from
the field, four of four from the line and
eight rebounds. Needless to say, he
picked up an offense that shot only 42
percent from the field.
The Wildcats eventually took an
86-85 advantage, their first lead since
midway in the first half. With Central
leading 89-86, Alaska Southeast's Rush
hit a rebound basket to cut the lead to
one.
After a CWU timeout, Jones came up
with a dunk off a fine feed from guard
Art Haskins to make it a three-point
game again with 2:03 left. On the
Whales' next position, Darnell Brinson
converted a key three-point play after

being fouled by Steve Evenson, tying
the game.
Haskins gave Central a short-lived
three-point lead after canning a bomb
from the left corner with 1:05 left.
Eight seconds later, it was Damon
Lowery's turn to pop a three-point
bomb, knotting the score at 94-all.
The Wildcats had the ball back with
46 seconds left, but they missed their
attempt, ·setting up a dramatic ending.
On the Whales' last possession, Brinson was getting pµshed and had to rush
his pass inside. The ball ended up in
the hands of Rush, who shot a halfhook that went through the hoop with
no time on the clock. It was the definition of a buzzer-beater.
Jones got some help from Evenson
and Haskins, who scored 13 and 11
points, respectively. Haskins, coming
off the bench, led Central with 11 rebounds to help the team hold a 56-47
board advantage.
. "We played a real fine second half.
They out-hustled us and out-quicked
us in the first half,'' said CWU head
coach Dean Nicholson. ''We made
some poor decisions in the first half
and at the end of the game.''
On Nov. 21, the Wildcats dropped
an 84-79 home exhibition contest to
Brewster Packing, the defending national AAU champion.
Former Central star D~nnis Johnson
led the winners with 25 points and 14
rebounds.
Jones paced all scorers with 27
points, while Evenson canned 15
points and Kenny Thompson 13. ·--The next action for Central is Saturday when ·it travels to Seattle Pacific
for a 7:30 p.m. contest. The 'Cats then
play at Eastern Washington on
Wednesday night.

GOING UP- Central's David Jones tries to block the shot of Brewster
Packing's Brad Meyers during CWU's 84-·79 exhibition loss.
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20°/o orr COUPONS
... for clothing and general books will be given to customers selling their books back
to The University Store.

Here is a list of current edition textbooks for which we are offering up to 60% of the current list
price. If you have one of these red-hot used textbooks, dig it out, dust it off, and drag it on in for
the very best buyback available - only at The University Store.
Current
Uat
Price

CLASS

AUTHOR

TITLE

ACCT 251
AOOM 201
ART 101
CHEM 101

Fess
Boone
Phipps
Miller

COM 110
ENG 101
FIN 370

Hanna
Hodges
Weston

Accounting Principles, 15th Edition
$37.45
Contemporary Business, 5th Edition
31.90
Invitation to the Gallery, '87 Edition
25.95
Chemistry - A Contemporary
36.25
Approach, 2nd Edition
Public Speaking, '87 Edition
18.00
Harbrace College Handbook, 10th Ed. 14.95
Essentials of Managerial Finance,
41.25
8th Edition

University
Store
Buyback
Price•

CLASS

AUTHOR

TITLE

HIST 102
Burns
World Civilizations, Volume B, 7th Ed.
MATH 161 Johnson Intermediate Algebra, 1985 Edition
MGT 380
Kreitner
Management, 3rd Edition
PHIL 201
Copi
Introduction to Logic, 7th Edition
PSY 101
Wade
Psychology, '87 Edition
SPAN 151 Copeland Puertas, 2nd Edition
SPED 301
Ysseldyke Intro. to Special Education, 1st Ed.
"Prices may increase if publishers' prices change ..

$22.50
19.15
15.60
21.75
10.80
8.95
24.75

Current
Uat
Price

University
Store
Buyback
Price•

16.95
32.50
36.95
30.65
31.25
21.25
31.95

10.20
19.50
22.20
18.40
18.75
12.75
19.20

... and if your textbook doesn't appear on this list, don't worry - The University Store still
offers the best buyback price to its customers. Readopted texts, in undamaged condition, will
fetch 50% (or more) of their original retail value.

orr

50°/o

Staedtler/l'lars TechniCal Pens
Does not include sets and is subject to stock on hand.

,~
8

With ~hristmas only a few shopping days. away, we
invite you to shop at The University Store, a great place
·
for gifts no matter what the seasqn .

.......
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Swim teams open season with pair of victories
By MAIT BRADEN
Staff Writer
Double trouble.
Double trouble.
That's what the CWU men's and
women's swim teams were to Whitman
and Pacific Lutheran last month.
The 'Cats had no fear of the water
while giving Whitman a double dose of .
defeat to open the ducil meet season at
Nicholson pool Nov. 19.

Steve King led the way in the men's
89-81 win, and Moni McBeth helped
the women to a 100-83 victory.
King took first place in both .the 200
yard individual medley (2: 13.02) and
500 yard freestyle (5:32.19), -and
McBeth won the 50 (27.12) and 100
yard (59. 77) freestyle events.
The scores are deceiving because the
'Cats did not use their strongest lineup.
"We put in the inexperienced swimmers to give them a chance to
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perform,'' said CWU head coach Bob
Gregson, who is beginning his 22nd
season with the men and his eighth
season with the women.
Gregson felt that Lisa Thomas, Leigh
Norling, and John Ham also turned in
some of the best swims of the meet.
Thomas finished second in the 1,000
yard freestyle (12:15.58), while Norling
won the 200 free (2: 14.01) and was third
in the 500 free.
For the men, Ham won the 200
backstroke (2:20.52) and also had the
fastest 50 free clocking (23.21), though
he swam the event as an exhibition
swimmer.
The next day the Wildcat teams
traveled to PLU where they used
stronger lineups and out-swam the
Lutes with scores similar to those of the
Whitman meet. The women finished ·
on top 102-80, and the men snuck by in
the end 96-84.
The women were led by defending
national champion Sharon Wilson, who
scored wins in the 200 yard individual
medley (2:14.31) and 200 yard
backstroke (2: 15.64).
Sophomore Chris Hayden also had a
strong showing. "She had two good
swims," said Gregson. "She's becom-

ing a dominant swimmer.'' Hayden
took first place in both the 200 (2:00.35)
and 500 (5:23.01) freestyles.
Although the score showed an easy
win for the ladies, it was all but that. Of
the 11 events in the meet, CWU won
seven. However, four of those wins
were within 1.5 seconds of PLU's best.
The Lady Wildcats won the meet' s
first event, the 400 yard medley relay,
by .12 of a second. "That win set the
tone for the meet,'' according to
Gregson.
The men had a much more difficult
time with the Lutes than the women. It
was so close that the meet was decided
by the last event, the 400 yard freestyle.
Senior Tom Ham led the way for the
men by winning the 50 free (22.12) and
the 200 backstroke (2:06. 75).
The next meet for the Wildcats will
be this weekend at the PLU Invitational. It will be a test of the CWU
teams' ability, as all ef the NAIA schools
in the Northwest and a few Pac-10
schools will be attending the meet. The
All but five CWU men will attend the
PLU meet. Those five will be competing at the University of Washington
in the Husky Invitational.
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OCEAN PACIFIC
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Selected Styles
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250/o OFF
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RUSSELL SWEATS
Reg 16-25
Now 11 .99 to 18.99

250/o OFF

2~0/o OFF
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SPORTCOATS
And
Wool Blend Slacks
Entire Stock

250/o OFF

*FREE DELIVERY FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Ask us for details.

CHRISTMAS HOURS:
MON-FRI 9-8:30

CONTEST wrNNERS
WINNING DORM

AL-MONTY
ROOM WINNERS

STEPHENS-WHITNEY J-1
SHANE BRUNNER
ERIC HAMN

DAVID CLEARY
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Bethel Church ministries has
taken over the former Jude Doty Hostel properties--Jude Doty
has moved to Seattle. We are
still ministering to the poor
and needy as funds will allow.
The Hostel is no longer open:
however, it is envisioned in the
future that a mission will be
opened along with a thrift store
to help support it. I have the
oversight of these properties
and of the ministry to the poor
and needy.
I also envision a youth center
to give young people a place to
meet where there are no
alcohol or drugs. Free recreation and counseling would be
provided.

In the future we will ask the
community to help with these

worthy goals and will also be
looking for additional board
members for these
Samaritan Ministries.

Good
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Depth key advantage as wrestlers enter season
By GEORGE EDGAR
Staff Writer

Over the sound of dribbling basketballs is a room on the second floor of
Nicholson Pavilion. Its temperature is
set at 100_degrees with no air conditioning whatsoever.
It is-in here that Central coach Greg
Ford is preparing his 1987-88 wrestling
squad to take on collegiate powers
Pacific Lutheran, Southern Oregon,
Simon Fraser and Eastern Washington._
Ford had 40 wrestlers turn out for this
season. Among them are returning lettermen Dan Zuckowski (So., Zillah),
Bob Behrens (Sr., Ephrata), Dravin
McGaughy (So., Elma) and Bill

.

~--·_._._._._._._._._

._. _.._._.

Primozich jSo., Everett).
Ford, a former NAIA national champion in 1983, also hopes to find some
more prospects at Saturday's second annual Intramural Wrestling meet. All
those who are interested can pick up an
entry form at Nicholson Pavilion right
up until tournament time. The entry fee
is $4 and competition begins at 10 a.m.
Last year, Central was 2-8 in dual
meets, but placed a respectable 14th at
nationals, as Lenal Brinson won the
126-pound title.
As for his team's chances this season,
Ford is optimistic. for starters, the
NAIA national tournament will be a bus
ride away - Tacoma, to be exact. Pacific
Lutheran University will host the meet

I
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At 134, Southern Oregon junior
transfer Mitch Fairchild, Kelly Garza
(Fr., Wapato), and Mike Graham jSo.,
Elma) are vying for the spot left vacant
by the graduated Mark Peterson.
At 142, Ford points out Behrens could
be his starter. But if Behrens goes up to
150, 142 will be between North Idaho
junior transfer Dan Koellen, Matt
Swain _(Jr., Mt. Vernon), Courtney
Niemi jFr., Olympia) and Sandy Stevenson (Fr., Ellensburg).
The same goes for the 150-pound
division. If Behrens starts at 142, it
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March 3-5.
''We have a lot of wrestlers this
year," stated Ford. "Having it (nationals) in our own backyard will be
making it much tougher in our district.
Our district has proven to be the
toughest yearly.''
In the 118- and 126-pound classes,
there are four wrestlers who could be
each division's starter: Chris Riley, a
senior who came along with Brinson
and Ken Sroka from Chicago's Triton
Junior-College; North Idaho transfers
Chris Mason and Steve Meuer; and
sophomore Dennis Fernando from
Hawaii by way of Clackamas (Ore.)
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could be either McGaughy or Chuck
Wood (So., Tacoma-Franklin Pierce).
The 158-pound class is definitely
wide open. Nick Daugherty (Sr., Elma)
returns after a one-year layoff, but Freddy Martinez (So., Quincy) and junior
transfer Jeff Smart from Utah provide a
challenge.
At 168, Eddie LaCoss (So., TacomaBellarmine) has the inside track, with
former high school state AA champion
Joe LaBresh (So., Shelton) as another
possible starter.
lh the 177-pound division, the job is
between 1985 state AAA champion
James Jolly (So., Kent-Kentridge),
Highline transfer Matt Hume, and 1987
AAA runner-up Roger Shoup of Sammamish. Ford feels that Shoup was the
best AAA wrestler in t4e state last
season.
At 190, Primozich could be a possible
lock, but he might be challenged by Bob
Halvorson (Sr., sedro Wooley), if and
when Halvorson becomes academically
eligible.
Finally, in the heavyweight classification, freshmen Scott Haskins (SeattleChief Sealth) and Larry Wright (Zillah)
will be trying to fill the spot departed by
Craig Danielson.
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Women cagers open
with pair .of easy wins
By]OELLIUM
Staff Writer

Central' s women's basketball team
hasn't had to sweat it out in the early going, as it's opened the 1987-88 season on
the right foot with a couple of easy victories.
On Nov. 20, the Wildcats beat Pacific
Lutheran 86-65, as Lanette Martin
poured in 22 points to lead the 'Cats in
scoring. Sonia Swan had 17 points and
six rebounds, tying Kris Keeney for
game honors on the boards. Kristelle
Arthur pumped in 16 tallies for Central.
''It was a good first game for us,''
CWU head coach Gary Frederick said.
1 was pleased with the way we played
defense, and we did a good job of moving the ball up the court. Once we learn
to play together, we're going to have a
good team.''
The Lutes shot 32 foul shots in the
game, 24 coming in the second half.
"We can't expect to put a good team on
the line that much and expect to Win,''
Frederick said.
11

·Fall sports awards given
Jimmie Dillingham walked away
with the Most Valuable Player award
for football at Central' s fall sports
awards banquet Nov. 18.
In other football awards, Rusty Lusch
won the Don Heavilin Award, Troy
Stewart was named Best Blocker, and
Nick Snyder was selected as Best
Tackler. The Outstanding Freshman
award went to Keith · Ross, while Jim
Hill and Ron Clark were named Captains. Hill was also named Most Inspira~
tional.
In women's cross country, Kim
Burke swept the Most Valuable, Captain, and Most Inspirational awards. In

On Nov. 21, Central defeated Carroll
College of Montana 83-71 to improve its
season record to 2-0. As they did against
PLU, the Wildcats shot well. Central
burned Carroll on 35-of-68 shooting.
(Against PLU, the 'Cats were 35 of 62).
Swan led the way with a team-high 24
points and eight boards. In the first two
games, the junior has hit 18 of 27 shots
from the field.
Sonia is a fine player, Frederick
said. ''She has great hands and she can
jump."
Natalie Long contributed 14 points,
and Martin and Arthur each scored 10.
''I thought we played good defense at
times,'' the Central coach said. ''And at
times I didn't like our lack of patience.
We're a good shootip.g club and I'll be
disappointed if we don't shoot in the
mid-forties as a team this season.''
After playing a road game against
NCAA Division I Gonzaga Tuesday, the
'Cats travel to St. Martin's for a contest
tomorrow before returning home Saturday to take on Northwest Nazarene.
Game time is slated for 7 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
Must Sell: Electrovoice Speakers,
200 watts each, horn midrange &
tweeters (fused), 15'' woofers,
custom-built cabinets, 41/z' tall, 120
lbs. each; must hear to appreciate,
$600/pair/O.B.0. also, TEAC V-200
cassette deck, $60. Realistic mixing
board, $50. Call Matt 925-6823. All
offers considered.
Help Wanted-clerk to operate cross
country ski rental shop at Moun- ,
tainholm ski area-Easton. Needed
weekends and holidays. XC
necessary. 925-4591 Evenings
Ski Instructors Wanted-Experienced
cross-country instructors to teach at
Mountainholm Ski Area in Easton.
Call 925-4591 Evenings.
Cle Elum Community Christmas
Bazaar, music, food, crafts, activities
for kids. Lots of booth space. Sat.
Dec. 5th 10am-7pm. Old Hospital
Building. (503 Power St.) 674-5527.

Senior Will: A.K. gets gloves for success. Guatney gets "THE" Footstool.
Suchan gets the old no spill spitty.
Schmitty gets the USA Today sportspage. Unwin gets an Iowa State
shirt. Impero gets hearing aid to
listen to himself.
We're Outta Here!The Sub-Humans

11

11

men's cross country, Mike Pace took
the Most Valuable and Captain prizes,
while Joel Czech was named Most Inspirational.
Crystal Babbitt walked away with the
Most Valuable Player award in
volleyball, while Cindy Pearson was
named Captain. Angie OZanich earned
the Most Inspirational award.
In women's soccer, the awards went
to Jenny Cremer !Most Valuable),
Teresa Bonnet !Captain), and Denise
Sims (Most Inspirational). In men's soccer, Joe Riedeman won the Most
Valuable and Captain awards, and Scott
Willis was named Most Inspirational.

QUALITY IS THE
DIFFERENCE
Term papers, resumes, letters, theses,
placement files, tape transcription,
photocopies

VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICE

Avaiable 7 tickets Pink Floyd concert
Dec. 8th Kingdome in only reserve
section.
No lines $75.00 each
962-3930.
WORD PROCESSING, TYPING Experienced, reasonable, fast, accurate, all forms. Nothing too large,
small, or difficult.
Resume
specialist.
Next to Campus
BOOKMARK SERVICES 962-6609 or
968-3228

222 E. 4th, Suite D
(comer of 4th and Ruby)
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SECRETARIAL SERVICES:
Typing/Word Processing-Licensed Professional. Mail-Outs, Reports, Term
Projects, Resumes, Theses.
SECRETARIAL SERVICES Ltd.
%2-6378
''Thinking of taking some time off
from school? We need MOTHER'S
HELPERS. Household duties and
childcare. Live in exciting NEW
YORK CITY suburbs. Room, board
and salary included. 203-4959 or
914-273-1626.
TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly at
home! Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ
07066
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PART TIME - HOME MAILING
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BLOWOUT!!
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DJ 'ET'
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PICK-UP
TC
TRU
ER..!.
PAIR

- - - - -

TS-6940 100 WATT 6)(9 SPEAKERS
REG. $149.95
ONLY $89.95
~INSTALLATION'

- .
TS-TRX5 (150 WATTS)
KEH-8282TR DELUXE TRUCK STEREO DELUXE TRUCK SPEAKERS
REG. $399.95
$327.95
REG.$249.95
$199~95

RADIO & TELEV SION

AVAILABLE BY
APPOINTMENT.

417 NORTH PEARL ST.

925-1828

925-2222

1

Restaurant and

,' ,

~~;i:t~ a;:::ter'' Tap Room~

----Presents---'' The Final Coupon''

$3.00 OFF any 16" Pizza, Plus "Free Delivery"

Study Hard, Order Out, And Have A Great Vacation.
· ~- ~~

Happy 2 Hours

4-6 M-F
and every time it snows!!!

